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“YOU WON’T FIND HOTTER ACTION, WILDER THRILLS
OR LOOPIER LAUGHS THIS SUMMER!” PETER TRAVERS

“THE MOST THRILLING, CHILLING, BREATHTAKING
RIDE YOU WILL TAKE ALL SUMMER!”

CLAY SMITH, THE INSIDER
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“EVERYTHING A SUMMER
BLOCKBUSTER SHOULD 
BE! JOHNNY DEPP DOES 
IT AGAIN!”
DEAN RICHARDS, 
WGN-TV
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“SPECTACULAR! 
INTRIGUING, ROMANTIC 

AND SUSPENSEFUL!
THE BEST EPIC

ADVENTURE 
MOVIE OF THE 

SUMMER!”
MARIA SALAS, NBC-TV
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CAPT. JACK SPARROW JOINS THE CLASSIC ATTRACTION
Sorry, No Passes.

Go behind the scenes of “PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: DEAD MAN’S CHEST” with Disney’s Movie Surfers on Disney Channel.

MOBILE USERS: Free Showtimes - Text PIRATES With Your ZIP CODE To 43KIX (43549)!
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MAPLE RIDGE 8
MAPLE & SWEET HOME
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Friday Nights @ 2AM (following Jimmy Kimmel Live)

THE STORY OF “JIMMY”, A GOOD BOY GONE BAD 
DUE TO NEGLECTFUL,

VODKA-SWILLING PARENTS. 

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THESE 
KIDS TODAY? - 

THEIR PARENTS, OF COURSE!

this week’s classic movie...this week’s 

I don’t know that anyone issued a call for a 
female Jim Carrey, but Amy Sedaris seems 
determined occupy that niche. As Jerri 
Blank, the 40ish hardcase at the center of 
this film adaptation of the Comedy Cen-
tral series, she sports a set of buckteeth 
and holds her face in a perpetual grimace 
that suggests Carrey’s Fire Marshall Bill 
from his In Living Color days. Sedaris seems 
wholly unencumbered by personal vanity: If 
a laugh can be gotten from her wide hips 
or pot belly, she’s there in skin-tight sweat 
pants. It’s rather a surprise to Google her 
and find that off screen she’s a reasonably 
attractive woman: If the Oscar people were 
to institute a Lon Chaney award for Most 
Uncomfortable Performance, she’d be a 
lock. 

But what seemed funny in small weekly 
doses on the home screen lands with a thud 
on the big one. Though it’s touted as a pre-
quel to the series, the film of Strangers With 
Candy gives no more backstory than viewers 
got in the introduction of each episode. For 
the uninitiated, Jerri is a 46-year-old ex-con 
who, after years in prison on drug and pros-
titution charges, returns to her hometown 
and enrolls in the high school she quit at 
the age of 15. 

The series, devised by Sedaris and fellow 
Second City alumnae Stephen Colbert and 
Paul Dinello, wisely didn’t take the prem-
ise too seriously, using it only as a device to 
satirize the preachy “After School Specials” 
made for overly impressionable teens in 
the 1970s and 1980s. But where a half-hour 
TV show can exhaust one gag and then re-
invent itself next episode, a feature film is 
with you for three times that length. 

Maybe the plot here (Jerri enters the school 
science fair in order to impress her father) 
was meant to be fatuously clichéd. But 

if that’s so, it’s hard to tell where the real 
meat of the movie is supposed to be. There 
are some funny bits poking fun at teach-
ers who couldn’t care less about their stu-
dents, particularly with Colbert as a history 
teacher whose ignorance is matched only 
by his sense of victimization at the hands of 
the world at large. (As he tells an ex-lover, 
with no trace of irony, “I need more out of 
this relationship than I’m willing to put into 
it.”)

There are enough other Second City veter-
ans on hand to allow for at least the pos-
sibility of parody, but they get short shrift 
to make room for a gaggle of celebrity cam-
eos that do nothing but make you say, “Hey, 
there’s Philip Seymour Hoffman!” or “Hey, 
there’s what’s-his-name, you know, Sarah 
Jessica Parker’s husband.” 

But the biggest problem is at the movie’s 
center. Jerri is so grotesque that we’re curi-
ous about her past. We also expect to see her 
use the skills of a street criminal to get her 
through high school. But neither of those 
things happen. And while Jerri may be both 
selfish and stupid, she’s more innocent 
than you would expect from a supposed ca-
reer criminal. No one at school even seems 
to acknowledge that she’s three times as old 
as the other students: The movie could just 
as well be about a transfer student for all 
the difference Jerri’s age and history make 
to the story. 

Strangers with Candy most resembles a mid-
period John Waters movie, like Polyester or 
Serial Mom, lacking the bizarre empathy that 
Divine was able to coax out of us. I would 
say that it’s not nearly as outrageous as it 
thinks it is, but I can’t really believe that 
even the people who made this think it was 
outrageous. 

HOMECOMING QUEEN
Strangers with Candy
review by M. Faust

Amy Sedaris in Strangers with Candy
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To see trailers of the movies reviewed, visit ARTVOICE.COM.  To respond to any of the film reviews,
e-mail artvoicefilm@aol.com or write to: Artvoice, 810 Main Street, Buffalo, NY 14202
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EVERYTHING IS NOT GOING TO BE OK

DIPSON THEATRES AMHERST University Plaza 716/834-7655
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT COUPONS ACCEPTED      CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORY OR CALL FOR SOUND INFORMATION AND SHOWTIMES

MOBILE USERS: FREE SHOWTIMES - TEXT SCANNER WITH YOUR ZIP CODE TO 43KIX (43549)

“THE MOST FAITHFUL PHILIP K. DICK
ADAPTATION TO REACH THE SCREEN.”

JACK MATHEWS, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS                                 

“TWO THUMBS UP.”® “����”
EBERT & ROEPER                                      GLENN KENNY, PREMIERE
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY, JULY 14

P E R S O N A L T R A I N I N G
M A R T I A L  A R T S  &  B O X I N G  W O R K O U T

F R E E  W E I G H T S  •  N A U T I L U S  E Q U I P M E N T  •  T R E A D M I L L S

886-0252
www.kcsfitness.com

1 SYMPHONY CIRCLE @ FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ACROSS F R O M  KLEINHANS MUSIC HALL •  USE PARKING LOT ENTRANCE

Do Something
      Different!

If you always do what you always did–
You’ll always get what you always got.
If you always do what you always did–
You’ll always get what you always got.

“It wasn’t just that I didn’t know any-
thing about documentaries,” director 
Sydney Pollack (Tootsie, The Firm) 
says self-effacingly near the beginning 
of Sketches of Frank Gehry. “I didn’t know 
anything about architecture.”

On the first count, Pollack’s skeptical 
modesty seems unwarranted. His care-
fully crafted portrait of the personal-
ity and work of the internationally 
renowned and pioneering California 
architect is consistently involving, both 
aesthetically and intellectually. His sec-
ond reservation doesn’t seem to have 
been much of an impairment. His 
movie is more of a personal depiction 
of Gehry than a measured examina-
tion of the institutional and historical 
significance of his often widely popu-
lar, and almost as often controversial, 
buildings.

This is very much a cinematic sketch 
of the architect as artist, in itself a con-
ception with problematic aspects at 
which the movie barely hints. Pollack 
is a friend of Gehry and has managed 
things so that his own persistent pres-
ence in Sketches doesn’t seem intrusive, 
or too cutely chummy. 

Gehry appears to have wanted to give 
the filmmaker a lot of latitude, even 
granting him access to his psychiatrist 
(which doesn’t yield much insight to 
his work). Pollack hangs out in the 
architect’s Los Angeles studio, rides 
with him as he navigates the city in his 
car, talking of his life. (He claims he 
changed his name from Goldberg be-
cause of his domineering former wife’s 
insistence.) Pollack accompanies him 
to Gehry’s own first house, which he 
boldly redesigned, building an osten-
sively incompatible shell around the 
original structure. He also speaks with 
a fair range of critics, commentators 
and connoisseurs, professional and 
amateurs (e.g., The Boomtown Rats’ 
Bob Geldorf).

The director has kept his movie effi-

ciently paced—its sidelights, building-
site stops and interviews adeptly placed. 
The inclusion of three entertainment 
industry barracudas—Barry Diller, Mi-
chael Ovitz and Michael Eisner—is a 
little disconcerting, although it does, 
probably unintentionally, remind us 
how architecture’s fortunes and aes-
thetics are often in thrall to the power-
fully self-promotional. 

The late Philip Johnson (it looks like 
he’s sitting in his famous glass house in 
Connecticut) tells Pollack that Gehry’s 
work involves “the shape of light as it 
hits another shape.” Gehry says his de-
signs were early on impacted by Mod-
ernism’s dictum that “decoration is a 
sin,” and that his work most resembles 
that of the modest Modernist Alvar 
Aalto. This sounds odd when Aalto’s 
simply elegant designs are compared to 
Gehry’s often flamboyantly complicat-
ed and deliberately unbalanced build-
ings. (The Guggenheim Museum in 
Bilbao, Spain is visited and commented 
on.) Gehry’s inspiration seems to come 
more from Cubism and the post-Mod-
ernist artists he’s known and admired, 
people like Jasper Johns and Robert 
Rauschenberg.

This brute flamboyance is touched on 
by Princeton professor Hal Foster, who 
expresses his concerned ambivalence 
at Gehry’s achievement of “spectacle,” 
his creation of “sublime space that 
overwhelms the viewer.” Gehry himself 
offers a crass and dubious estimate of 
how such work is validated: “If it’s no 
good the market place will deny it.” 

Sketches is probably more provocative 
than it was intended to be. It makes an 
attractive and thoughtful introduction 
to Gehry’s accomplishment, and his 
place in the architectural firmament. 
If Pollack’s feature films had been as 
visually and thematically coherent and 
involving as this one, they’d have had 
more artistic heft than has too often 
been the case.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF EGO
Sketches of Frank Gehry
review by George Sax

Architect Pillip Johnson in Sketches of Frank Gehry


